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INTRODUCTION 

 

THE EVEIL PROJECT 

EVEIL is an international project organized by six European partners and financed by the 

program COMENIUS of the European Union. 

The EVEIL project helps young children with visually impairment get a better access to 

reading and writing, to books, newspapers and other sources of information. Improving the 

literacy of visually impaired children will help them take part in society more effectively and 

with greater ease, and fully enjoy culture as well as become independent and responsible 

European citizens. 

The project aims on creating a network of professionals in the field of pre-reading activities 

for blind and partially sighted children. 

Following the example of a method developed by FAF in France, project partners will 

develop conceptualization and pre-reading courses for blind and partially sighted preschool 

children, using a children’s book. 

The chosen story is “The Very Tiny Doll”, by Marie-Hélène Delval and first published as “La 

très petite poupée”  ©  Bayard Editions, 2009. 

Partners involved in the workshops (Czech, Romanian and Slovak partners) had work on the 

preparation and the implementation of workshops with children, following the example of a 

method developed by FAF in France. 

 

THE EVALUATION OF NEEDS 

Report «Parental support in the development of reading by vision impaired children” 
 
EVEIL project aimed the creation of visually impaired children's relationship to books. 

Children in preschool age cannot read yet, so their interested in books, especially pictures. 

How is it with the blind children? Blind children do not understand the pictures and they do 

not understand the story line. 
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I- PREPARATION OF THE WORKSHOPS 

 

I-1 PREPARATORY MEETINGS 

1st preparatory meeting  
- Create a working team 
- Agenda of workshop with parents 
- Selection of appropriate books 
- Inviting parents 

 
Basic working team consisted of Sarlota Múdra and Viera Kamenická.  
They provide all the planning and organization of the workshop. They also suggested agenda 
of workshop, agreed on the appropriateness of the book to illustrate and selected the 
parents participated at the workshop.  
The working team has gradually expanded to John Pochanič, the author of the stories, and 
professionals who are dedicated to creating illustrations and tactile images. 
We adopted the topic of workshop: Creativity and creation of tactile books for visually 
impaired children. In cooperation with John Pochanič we decided to choose stories in his 
book illustrations and designs. We have agreed to create a working group of parents and 
their visually impaired children in preschool and younger school age, which we offer the 
topic of the workshop. 
 

   
 
2nd preparatory meeting 

- Final selection of stories from the book 
- Agreement for the purchase of materials 
- Information on the reactions of parents (some interested, some say they do not have 

the time ..) 
 
We collaborated with writer J. Pochaničom and other special educators 4-6 months to find a 
suitable book. The working team met regularly during this period consulted and preparation 
of illustrations, which are included in the book “Stories into the darkness”.  
Then create another working team, which was preparing all activities for workshop parents 
with children. Parents who have already participated in similar workshops very pleased and 
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most of them accepted the offer. Two parents apologized for health problems. The parents 
who were contacted for the first time could feel hesitation whether to financially handle 
(because there were parents and children from socially disadvantaged environment).  
When we explained that the accommodation and everything else is covered by the 
Comenius project Eveil their reaction was very positive. None of the parents said that no 
time. 
 
3rd preparatory meeting 

- Refinement program 
- Assessment of purchased material and other requirements for equipment, 
- Agreement on five activities for children that bring parents to recognize what images 

are best for visually impaired children, 
- Finding a professional filmmaker 

We extend the basic working team of other people, special educators who will take care for 
the visually impaired children at the time when their parents will attend tyflography 
lectures. Extensive working team has been informed by the agenda of the workshop, about 
the stories, management of work and activities that should be part of the methodological 
film. After selecting stories, we have prepared a list of other materials and devices which 
would be suitable for creating tactile images, but also to carry out the activities of emerging 
knowledge and practical experience of visually impaired children. 
 
4th preparatory meeting 

- Specifying a list of parents, 
- Further development of activities for children,  
- Selecting appropriate equipment to organize the workshop 

Before leaving the workshop was the need: to buy additional materials to create tactile 
books, classified material, prepare text of stories in print and Braille, and other devices for 
activities with children. 
When selecting a device was important for us: the distance from our school (no so far), nice 
environment, pool, lecture hall, a room for the implementation of workshops etc. 
We communicate with parents by email, phone and in writing. The first meeting of all the 
participants was in school, where we traveled together to Čingov. 
 
Additional work required to prepare for the workshop:  

- Meeting with filmmakers, creating a movie script; 
- Meeting with the author and the conversion of books into tactile form; 
- Visit the hotel and security conditions; 
- Agreement with the owner of the dog during a weekend visit; 
- Production record sheet to observe the reactions of children during activities; 
- Preparation of lectures, computer equipment, ordering a bus to transport people; 
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I-2 DESCRITPION OF THE ACTIVITIES 

I-21 WORKSHOP N°1:  

Over the weekend workshop we organized activities especially for parents, especially for 

children, as well as joint activities for all participants. 

The implementation team has prepared the following activities for children. 

 

The first activity 

Task for children: Find two identical objects 

Children were seeking mostly objects they knew, that were big and interesting because of 

some features (their movement or sound).  

 

 
 

 

The second activity 

Task for children: Find two pictures which are the same. 
The pictures were produced by different techniques. At first, children were seeking pictures 

made from interesting material, resembling a real object.  
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The third activity 

Task for children: Find some material which an object is made from 
We had prepared objects made from glass, plastic, dough, rubber, wood, leather, textiles 

and paper. At first, children picked objects from textiles, wood and glass.  

 

 
 

The fourth activity 

Task for children and parents: Seak out a pair – find a picture which depict a real object 
This activity was performed also by parents. Everybody agreed that it is easier to recognize 

the picture by certain characteristics. The picture can be easily recognized by typical feature 

or shape. It is also important to know what position and direction should be the picture 

placed in.  

 

The fifth activity 

Task for children: Look at the objects and remember as much as possible of them. Name the 
objects that you have remembered.  
Children were handed and at the same time named of totally 25 different objects. Then the 
parents reported to the objects which the children remembered. Children mostly 
remembered objects that were interesting (sticky frog) and objects which could have been 
manipulated with. 
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Other activities for children and parents  

•swimming in the hotel`s pool, 

•walking around neighborhood, 

•social games, 

•games at hotel`s playground - swings, slides,... 

•„meeting“ with a dog.  
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I-3 COOPERATION AND ATTITUDE OF PEDAGOGUES 

Teachers were divided into 2 groups: 
The first group worked with parents (and sometimes with children) 
The second group took care of the children when the parents were themselves - at work in 
the creation of images, on tyflography lectures etc.  
Teachers also talked with parents during free time, assisted and advised where necessary. 
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I-4 COOPERATION AND ATTITUDE OF THE PARENTS 

Parents were very happy to talk with each other and share experiences about upbringing of 
their visually impaired children 
At the end of the weekend to express their opinion - workshop they really liked and 
welcomed by others. They were satisfied with the program, they enjoyed spending time 
useful. 
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II- PARTICIPANTS OF THE WORKSHOPS 

 
There were attended 11 visually impaired children together with their parents (6 girls and 5 
boys):  6 of them were totally blind, 1 child had some residual vision, 3 of them were 
partially sighted with different degree of visual disability and 1 child had some binocular 
problems (amblyopia).  
Each child was accompanied by a parent. There was only one family with 2 children (so 
father, mother and a healthy sister joined us).  
 
List of children participated at the workshop:  
Anežka Valášeková (5 years old) 

Eliška Valášeková (7 years old) 

Ema Kováčiková (9 years old) 

Štefan Reščák (7 years old) 

Sofia Kupčihová (9 years old) 

Václav Červeňák (10 years old) 

Kamil Tomko (8 years old) 

Branislav Titák (8 years old) 

Barbora Hlavajová (6 years old) 

Patrik Bikár (6 years old) 

Denisa Kačkošová (9 years old) 

 

Other participants 
• 4 leaders of parents` groups; 
• 4 teachers who prepared activities for children during the time, when their parents 
were creating tactile pictures 
 
Leaders of workshops: 

- Šarlota Múdra 
- Viera Kamenická 
- Gabriela Babejová 
- Božena Péchyová 

 
Other pedagogues:   

- Jana Petríková,  
- Jaroslava Majerská,  
- Beáta Foltinská 
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III- IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WORKSHOPS 

 

III-1 CALENDAR OF IMPLEMENTATION 

Workshop for parents and children held from 23rd-25th of March 2012 in hotel Cingov at the 

Slovak Paradise; 

 

III-2 TEAM INVOLVED IN THE IMPLEMENTATION 

Project team: Sarlota Mudra, Viera Kamenicka, Gabriela Babejová, Božena Péchyová, Jana 

Petríková (first four of them have been also the leaders of workshop) 

Additional staff of workshop: Gabriela Babejová, Jaroslava Majerská, Beáta Foltinská 

 

III-3 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WORKSHOPS 

 

Agenda of the workshop 

•Tyflography lectures - its importance in education of visually impaired; the question of text 
and pictures` proportion in books for the visually impaired; 

•Verifying activities - how to choose appropriate materials as well as the principles for 
creating tactile books; 

•Selection of 4 parents` groups; 
 

Work methodology within the groups: 

•Reading the first story, proposing of two tactile pictures, a material selection, pictures 
creation, compilation of the book; 
•Repeating of the story reading and exploring pictures by touch (in the group); 
•Reading the second story, proposing of two tactile pictures, material selection, pictures` 
creation, compilation  of the book; 
•Repeating of the story and exploring pictures by touch (in the group); 
•Children from each group are telling their story to the other participants and at the same 
time they present their tactile pictures. 
•Children from the other groups are listening to and „looking“ at the created books.  
 
Getting acquainted with the story and material selection 

•A teacher was reading the story to the parents and children within the group. 

•Then they took through and explained the storyline.  

•Children identified which kind of pictures would be suitable for the story. 

•Finally children and parents chosen appropriate material for the pictures` creation.  
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The books production 

•Tactile pictures were created by parents without the presence of children.  

•A teacher was managing her group, she was consulting with parents how to design of 
various shapes and how to locate them within a paper.  

•Finally the parents finished the pictures.  They were put in spiral packing and a book was 
created. Also there was added some text in Braille and large print.  
 

Children are introduced to the pictures  

At the beginning, tactile pictures were presented to the children from the group of their 

parents. Parents explained them pictures` meaning and if possible pictures` movement. 

 

 

 

Children are introduced to the pictures 

 

   
 

 

Children and parents present their story to the other participants  

Then the children from each group (with the support of their parents and teachers) were 
telling the story to the other participants.  
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Children`s great experience from new books 

Finally, every child got acquainted with all the new books. Everybody found them to be very 
interesting. 
 

III-4 OBSERVATION DURING THE IMPLEMENTATION 

Children are close to their parents, they behaved casually, they did not need to work so 
intently as for teachers. 
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IV- THE TOOLS 

 

IV-1 VIDEOS  

Film called Creation of illustrative pictures in books for children to support reading 
comprehension 
 
The film was produced in Comenius EVEIL project, funded by the European Union.    
The film lasts approximately 20 minutes and the music is shaded. 
The film exists in Slovak and English dubing. 
 

•The film presents the contribution of Slovakia to the Eveil project. 

•The film provides a methodological guidance how to create tactile pictures. 

•The film will be offered to the special needs education students at university in Bratislava 
free of charge.  
 

IV-2 GOOD PRACTICES …  

Children are much better remembered stories, they settled in the story. They liked created 
images. However, the children participated in the selection of the material so they can 
understand pictures more. 
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V- EVALUATION 

V-1 GENERAL EVALUATION  

Parents were familiar with the method of how to work with their visually impaired children. 
They have learned to know more of perception of their visually impaired children, as help 
them, as they read tactile books. They know how to help children better understand the 
story. 
Teachers had the opportunity to offer their knowledge and experience of parents. There 
have created new friendships, contributing common goal ZP education and upbringing of the 
child. 
 

V-2 IMPACT ON PARENTS 

The role of parents was to create tactile images. First they had to become familiar with the 
specifics of the perception of visually impaired children. 
 
For children we have prepared activities in which parents can see how children react. 
 
Most children who attend the workshop are attending our school. They are staying in a 
college or commute daily to school. Although contacts between parents and teachers are 
not at the level we would like. Contact with parents followed the best at similar meetings 
like last workshop. Only one child was not from our school. It was the client of Special 
Pedagogy and Advisory Centre. We contacted more parents of Centre, but they could not 
attract the workshop. Their reasons were varied, for example: health problems, insecurity, 
financial insecurity etc.  
 
We will certainly continue these workshops because it's not just about a particular topic 
(created tactile books), but about the trust between teachers and parents. 
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V-3 IMPACT ON CHILDREN 

Children behave differently in the presence of parents as the school.  
They can be more relaxed, but also parents try harder in the presence of teachers. 
Parents wanted to show teachers that their child is not indifferent to them, while at home it 
can be otherwise.  
We showed the parents how to work with children, how to empathize with the perception of 
visually impaired children, so do not leave them idle. We showed them that children are 
highly susceptible to a lot of things we need to teach them. We also have to teach children 
to use compensatory senses not only school, but also at home with their parents, relatives. 
 

 

V-4 IMPACT ON THE TEAM INVOLVED 

The implementation team knows that there is no state support especially in financial part. 
Thus, it was necessary to develop new tactile books that have modern design and are nice 
and attractive not only for blind people but also partially sighted. 
With that there is a need to guide parents to know how to continue working with children on 
weekends, afternoons when they are not in school. The overall impact of the realization 
team was positive because parents response was very positive. Some parents would 
welcome the opportunity to participate in pairs, or with healthy siblings. Educators and 
parents appreciated the rapprochement and mutual respect. In our school there are many 
visually impaired children from socially disadvantaged backgrounds. These parents are 
grateful that we are helping not only their children but also them. 
 

V-5 WEAK POINTS FOR THE PEDAGOGUES TEAM  

Parents were afraid of the unknown, they did not know what to do, so some of them refused 
to participate in the workshop. 
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V-6 STRONG POINTS FOR THE PEDAGOGUES TEAM  

- Good organization, good co-operation in an implementation team. 
- Enthusiastic teachers in preparation for the workshops. 
- A grouping of a large group made up of parents and pedagogues. 
- Working together parent - child - teacher. 
- The ability to create a tactile book in such a short time (during the workshop) that is 

the result of good preparation of the implementation team. 
- A suitable choice of material – buying materials and securing devices. Important 

experiences are special teachers who can guess the correct choice of materials and 
devices.  

- The ability to create a guidance document - film. 
- Vision for the future - further training workshops related to visually impaired children 

and their parents 


